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ESMs are commonly built from different independent components

Each simulates a specific natural phenomenon

Multi-Program Multi-Data (MDMP) application

Components exchange information during the simulation → the fastest components wait for the slowest



Introduction

Coupled ESMs parallel efficiency is reduced due to the load-imbalance:

• Dependencies

Components have to be synchronized to exchange data during the run. Different component 

calculation times, irregular ts and the algorithms used to regrid the data make the interactions 

between them complex

• Parallelization

Components may not be able to run at their optimal scalability point but rather at one that is 

better for the whole coupled execution
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Introduction
Typical approach

Coupled ESMs parallel efficiency is reduced due to the load-imbalance:

• Dependencies

A setup where all component’s execution time is the same “ensures” 

that the load-imbalance is minimized

• Parallelization

The total number or PEs to give to each component is the maximum 

as far as all components parallel efficiency is kept over 50%



Objectives

Current methods to find the optimal number of PEs to assign to each component in coupled ESMs give 

suboptimal solutions

• Define a metric to evaluate the performance of coupled ESMs and control the time / energy 

tradeoff

• Create a methodology to find the best resource configuration → No changes to the sources of the 

models but only how many PEs are allocated to each one

• Automatize the steps (workflow manager) to require the minimum user intervention



Objectives
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EC-Earth

The method has been used to optimize different configurations of EC-Earth3 in MareNostrum4 and ECMWF 
HPC machines

EC-Earth is a global coupled climate model made of multiple components and developed by a consortium of 
European institutions
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Performance metrics

- SYPD: total number of simulated years (SY) per 24 h of execution

Metric of the Time-To-Solution (TTS)

- CHSY: the core-hours per SY

Metric of the Energy-To-Solution (ETS)

P being the parallelization of the run

CPMIP: Model execution time and cost

Equation (1)
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- Coupling cost: total execution cost overhead due to coupling events (waiting, regridding, sending)

CPMIP: Coupling overhead

T and P are the runtime and parallelization for the 
whole model, and Tc and Pc are the same for each 

component
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Performance metrics

- Coupling cost: total execution cost overhead due to coupling events (waiting, regridding, sending)

- Component coupling cost: how much each component adds to the total Cpl_cost

CPMIP: Coupling overhead

T and P are the runtime and parallelization for the 
whole model, and Tc and Pc are the same for each 

component



ATMIFS   =  2.48
oceanx   =  7.49             Cpl_cost = 20.81% 
ctm5mp =  10.84



Performance metrics

With non-perfectly scalable models, if we want an application to run faster we will increase the number 
of PEs and, consequently, the execution cost (i.e energy)

- Energy-Delay Product (EDP) → 

- Fittingness metric (FN): new metric that allows to have control over the Energy-Time tradeoff 

Energy-Time tradeoff: Fittingness metric



Performance metrics

Energy-Time tradeoff

nproc SYPD
48 4.1

128 10.4
208 16.2
288 22.8
368 27
432 32.2
528 35.8
608 39
688 43.3
768 46.8
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Performance metrics

Energy-Time tradeoff

TTSr = 0.5
ETSr = 0.5

nproc SYPD FN
48 4.1 0.50

128 10.4 0.53
208 16.2 0.55
288 22.8 0.65
368 27 0.62
432 32.2 0.68
528 35.8 0.64
608 39 0.61
688 43.3 0.64
768 46.8 0.64
848 46.6 0.50



Performance metrics

Energy-Time tradeoff

nproc SYPD FN
48 4.1 0.70

128 10.4 0.68
208 16.2 0.66
288 22.8 0.73
368 27 0.65
448 32.2 0.66
528 35.8 0.59
608 39 0.53
688 43.3 0.52
768 46.8 0.49
848 46.6 0.30

TTSr = 0.3
ETSr = 0.7



Performance metrics

Energy-Time tradeoff

nproc SYPD FN
48 4.1 0.30

128 10.4 0.38
208 16.2 0.45
288 22.8 0.56
368 27 0.59
448 32.2 0.66
528 35.8 0.68
608 39 0.69
688 43.3 0.75
768 46.8 0.78
848 46.6 0.70

TTSr = 0.7
ETSr = 0.3



Automatic load-balance method



Auto-lb

Approach

Scalability analysis

Get the scalability properties of all the individual components

Prediction script

Python script that, given the scalability properties, will predict the best combination of 
PEs subject to some criteria and constraints

Load-balance workflow

Workflow that runs multiple resource configurations of the ESM on the HPC machine 
and improves the solution getting the performance metrics of real simulations



Auto-lb
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Auto-lb

Scalability analysis

NEMO scalability IFS scalability



Auto-lb

Prediction script
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NEMO scalability IFS scalability



Auto-lb

We assume that the coupled execution speed is expected to be as fast as the slowest component

Prediction script



Auto-lb

The coupled execution cost is computed using Equation (1):

Prediction script



Auto-lb

The coupled execution cost is computed using Equation (1):

Prediction script



Auto-lb

Finally, compute the Fittingness using Equation (3): 

Prediction script



Auto-lb

Optimal result is predicted based only on the scalability properties:

- Real coupling interactions are not taken into account

- Variability expected when running on the HPC platform

Instead of boldly selecting the setup which maximizes the FN, the top 5 solutions are taken as potential 
optimal ones

Prediction script

top5 →
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Get component’s 
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Auto-lb

Automatic iterative process:

1. Run the top5 setups

2. Get the performance metrics (Lucia)

3. Modify the setup to minimize the coupling cost

Load-balance workflow

Component_coupling_cost



Results



Results

1. CMIP6 Standard Resolution experiment in MN4

Finding a better parallelization and overall load-balance

2. SR experiment in ECMWF HPCF

Using the Fittingness metric to find different TTS and ETS setups to the same experiment



Results

SR CMIP6

Original

SYPD: 15
CHSY: 1135
Cpl_c: 13.8%

PEs: 624

Optimal

SYPD: 16.8
CHSY: 1074
Cpl_c: 13.6%

PEs: 672

The original setup used less resources than the optimal point 

The optimal configuration is 12% faster and 5% less costly than the original

This experiment was used to simulate 14000 years and consumed 15M core-hours in MN4

TTSr = ETSr = 0.5



Results

SR CMIP6

Using the right parallelization but following the same SYPD strategy leads to a suboptimal setup

Compared to the Original setup, the coupling cost is higher but it is 6% faster and 3% less costly

Original

SYPD: 15
CHSY: 1135
Cpl_c: 13.8%

PEs: 624

Optimal

SYPD: 16.8
CHSY: 1074
Cpl_c: 13.6%

PEs: 672

TTSr = ETSr = 0.5

Same SYPD

SYPD: 16
CHSY: 1100
Cpl_c: 17.4%

PEs: 672



Results

SR in ECMWF machine



Results

The optimal setup is better balanced, 56% faster but 32% more costly

This is a more TTS oriented setup

SR in ECMWF machine

Optimal

SYPD: 17.6
CHSY: 1230
Cpl_c: 11.2%

PEs: 900

Original

SYPD: 11.2
CHSY: 928

Cpl_c: 15.8%
PEs: 432



Results

Setting a TTSr = 0.2 (ETSr = 0.8) and rerunning the auto-lb workflow, we get a more ETS oriented setup

The new configuration is 24% faster and has the same execution cost as the original

SR in ECMWF machine, ETS solution

Original

SYPD: 11.2
CHSY: 928

Cpl_c: 15.8%
PEs: 432

Optimal TTS

SYPD: 17.6
CHSY: 1230
Cpl_c: 11.2%

PEs: 900

Optimal ETS

SYPD: 13.9
CHSY: 939
Cpl_c: 8.3%

PEs: 540

TTSr = ETSr = 0.5 TTSr = 0.2, ETSr = 0.8
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Conclusions

• The load-balance is one key limiting factors of coupled ESMs performance

• Current approaches to find the best resource allocation can not find the optimal setup

• Manually finding the optimal setup is a repetitive, tedious and prone to error task

• The auto-lb method has achieved better setups for experiments used in big projects such as 

CMIP6, for multiple resolutions and on HPC platforms



Future work

• ESMs will keep growing in complexity and in the number of components they include

• Without the proper tools and metrics, traditional approaches would not even achieve 

suboptimal solutions

• The auto-lb method has proven to work with two components but it will be extended to 

handle more complex simulations



Thank you!
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